
STORIES FROM THE COLLECTION

Just as in our current public health crisis when we rely on scientists and medical personnel to tell us the facts 
we need, the museum turns to experts to identify and understand facts about works in our permanent 
collection.

We recently had the benefit of two experts in African art, Dr. Kristina Van Dyke and Frederick Cloth, who 
helped us identify and authentic this Obamba wood and metal reliquary guardian.  

Identifying African art is a skill that requires great expertise because so much of what has been available on the 
market are objects made for the tourist trade. Such objects sometimes find their way into museum collections. 
When Dr. Van Dyke surveyed our African collection in 2019, she looked for worn surfaces and other signs of 
“actual” age on each object. Upon close examination, she concluded that this figure had actually been used as 
a reliquary. Craftsmen working in various parts of Africa in the 20th century are known to have produced 
similar figures and artificially aged them to make them sellable. Telling the difference between “real” use and 
“fake” requires an expert with years of experience. Dr. Van Dyke studied in Africa and has examined so many 
objects that she can sense when something is “real.”  

Even though she felt that the piece was real, she turned to another expert and colleague, Frederic Cloth, a 
Belgian computer analyst who has conducted a survey of African Kota reliquary figures. Cloth’s extensive 
database of Kota figures did not include this one, which surprised him because he thought his database was 
fairly complete. Even though it was not in his database, his conclusion, after looking at detailed photographs, 

Unknown Artist, African, Kota-Obamba Culture, Gabon, Guardian Figure for a Reliquary, 
early 20th century, mammered brass, copper and wood, gift from The Waterman Family, 
in Memory of Caroll B. Waterman

was that the piece should be added. He attributed the figure to the Obamba people, a small cultural Kota 
group in Gabon. He told us that the piece should be called a mbulu (word for reliquary) ngulu (an adjective 
describing the reliquary). Cloth described the piece’s craftsmanship and materials as “very traditional.” He also 
noted that the base had been eroded by insects, another telling sign that the figure had been actually used 
within its own culture.

This figure was carved to stand over and protect a reliquary, a container for relics. In this instance, the relics are 
ancestral bones. The carved figure was attached atop a basket or other container made of natural materials 
which housed the bones. 

Aside from its cultural function, the piece is also a striking composition which appears modern to our eyes, in 
part because artists such as Pablo Picasso admired African art and incorporated African images and elements in 
his work. 
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